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Hannah, Susan B. "The Higher 
Education Act of 1992: Skills, Con
straints, and the Politics of Higher 
Education," Journal of Higher Edu

cation 67(5)(September/October 
1996): 498-527. 

This timely article is riveting and 

recommended reading for all met

ropolitan university leaders as the 
Congressional season of 1997 ap
proaches. The session will have as 

one of its features the reauthoriza

tion of the Higher Education Act 
(HEA). The results of the 1996 gen
eral election, and continuing pres

sure for deficit reduction, ensure that 
the reauthorization discussion will 

be lively and controversial. The 
HEA is seen by many as the most 
important legislation shaping Fed

eral policy toward higher education 

and Hannah summarizes its ex

tended effect on postsecondary in
stitutions and students. 

Reauthorization in 1997 will 

have many critical elements, at least 

Barbara Holland, 
Editor 

two of which matter deeply to metro
politan universities. First, HEA is the 
source of authorization for the vast 
majority of financial aid available to 
students, and changes in policies and 
implementation strategies affect met
ropolitan university students, many of 

whom rely on such assistance but who 
may not always fit the traditional 
characterization of college students 
that tends to drive Federal financial 

aid. Second, Title XI of the HEA ' 
called the Urban Community Service 
Program, represents the only formal 
Federal legislative language that has 
resulted in specific investments in the 
mission-related work of urban and 
metropolitan institutions. Title XI 

was first added to the HEA in 1986 
' 

but no funds were appropriated until 
1992. Since then, more than $45 mil

lion has been awarded to institutions 
serving America's large metropolitan 
regions through university-commu

nity partnerships that address commu
nity needs. Eligibility for Title XI 

funds is restricted to institutions meet

ing specific criteria that document the 
nature of the institutional mission and 

the relationship to the metropolitan 
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community. restrictions. 
Hannah's article is a good primer Hannah's premise is that the 1992 

on the origins of the Higher Educa- reauthorization not only failed to re
tion Act and focuses especially on the store any balance between grant/loan 
impact of the HEA on financial aid policies, but actually made the gap 
policies. She reminds us that the re- larger because of several factors: con
authorization debate in 1992 is criti- cem over the deficit, a coming presi
cally important to understand because dential election that promised to be 
it resulted "in a significant shift in fed- very close, increasingly conservative 
eral policy from an historic commit- views toward anything that resembled 
ment to promote access to "handouts," and a growing public dis
postsecondary education through trust of higher education. 
grants based on need to a broader Readers will better understand the 
strategy of insured loans regardless of cast of characters and organization 
family income ... the already widening roles in the coming reauthorization 
gap between grants and loans in- debate by reading Hannah's analysis 
creased exponentially with the adop- of the key players involved in 1992: 
tion of HEA '92." key legislators and their staffs; vari-

She points out that when HEA ous leaders from the executive branch; 
was created in 1965, the goal of a and, especially interesting, the role of 
Democratic Congress and White higher education interest groups and 
House was to support civil rights and a coalition of financial organizations. 
antipoverty strategies by promoting She concludes that, although many 
access to higher education through leaders believed significant reform 
need-based grants. In 1972, amend- was necessary, power shifts among 
ments expanded eligibility and ere- those key groups prevented the devel
ated larger loan programs that de lib- opment of any sustained coalition that 
erately reached even into the middle- would have been necessary to support 
class income level. In the 1980s, unified action. She concludes by re
Hannah' s analysis cites an anti-edu- minding us thatthe federal policy pro
cation administration and a rapidly cess is a fragmented one, in which in
growing deficit problem as the moti- cremental change is far more common 
vation behind a series of amendments than dramatic shifts. The HEA '92 
that gradually reduced access to process was basically an accidental 
grants, emphasized loans, and added policy decision that has served to re-
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inforce federal scrutiny of higher edu- Knowing that such short summaries 
cation performance. The coming de- necessarily lack full findings or de
bate in '97 will require carefully de- sign details, the column always give 
veloped coalitions of influence to the full citation so that the reader can 
make any significant move away from locate the full article for additional 
the legacy of '92. details. Suggestions for appropriate 

Regrettably for those interested research articles to review are wel
specifically in metropolitan universi- come and may be directed to: Barbara 
ties, Hannah does not mention the A. Holland, Associate Editor of Met

highl y contentious and detailed ropolitan Universities, Portland State 
struggle that was required to obtain University, Box 751, Portland, Or
reauthorization of Title XI and the egon, 97207. 
subsequent appropriations. Her 
analysis of the financial aid aspects 

· ofHEA would no doubt apply, as the 
Coalition of Urban and Metropolitan 
Universities and several other higher 
education associations and metropoli
tan-based organizations worked effec
tively together as a loose coalition to 
successfully win support for Title XI. 
Reauthorization of Title XI in 1997 
will require no less, and probably 
more. 

"Recent and Relevant Research" 
provides short summaries of research 
articles from various scholarly jour
nals that aren't usually widely-read 
outside a particular discipline, but yet 
may contain useful information of 
practical value to the leaders of met
ropolitan universities. The column 
reports some of the key findings of 
research publications as they may re
late to metropolitan universities. 



Publisher's Advice to Contributors ... 

Content. MU articles should be provocative and challenging, but above all useful. 
Readers-mostly university administrators and faculty-want to know what works, 
so they can apply it at their institutions. MU is a forum for discussion, not a place to 
publish original research. Be rigorous but engaging. Write in the first person and 
include personal experiences and anecdotes. Footnotes are discouraged; if you need 
to cite references, do so in the text. Please include a short bio including your address 
for correspondence and list of readings. 

Stylistics. Manuscripts should be about 4,000 words, typed double-spaced on 8.5 x 11 
paper, flush left and unjustified, with no hyphenation. Two copies of the manuscript 
should be submitted with a diskette using WordPerfect 5 .1 for IBM PCs. 

We are guided by The Chicago Manual of Style. Our goal is readability and consis
tency. Please observe the following conventions; it will greatly reduce the number of 
changes we have to make to set your article in type. 

• Place the author's name first, with no "by." Place the title second, followed by 
subtitle, if any. We cannot handle long main titles, so use a subtitle if you need to. 

•Always use upper and lower case titles, not all caps. Use intital caps for key words 
in each title. 

• Place main subheads ("A-Heads") and secondary subheads ("B-Heads") flush left 
on a line by themselves. Do not underscore, bold, italicize, or use all caps-just 
initial caps for key words. 

• Don't leave a space between paragraphs. Use the tab key to indent new para
graphs. Never use the space bar to indent paragraphs. 

•It's difficult to italicize text in WordPerfect. If you do, thanks, but if you just under
score words to be italicized, we'll take it from there. 

•Use the spell-checker before saving copy. Its vocabulary is limited, but it avoids 
some needless errors. 

• Use bullets (like these •) when making a list, rather than numbers, dashes, or 
whatever. If you are not bullet-literate, use asterisks. 

• Here, at the Publisher's Office, we do Windows, but not research. If you cite publi
cations but leave pages or dates for us to fill in, we omit them. 

•Please have any tables or diagrams set up camera-ready. 

A few grammaticisms. We prefer to see a comma before the final "and" in a series, 
but accept consistent anomalies. Please spell out in full the first use of any person or 
institution before using acronyms or last names. Don't use Dr. or Ph.D. Read up on 
the juxtaposition of periods, commas, colons, semi-colons, quotes, parentheses. Also 
on numbers, arabic and spelled-out; capitalization; gerunds; split infinitives .... 

Cavils notwithstanding, 

We welcome your contribution! 


